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Donkey Tail 

How to play this game: 
Children tuck a PE band or bib into the back of their shorts, trousers, skirts or a pocket. Make sure that most of the 

sash can be seen. The children run around a marked area (a section of a netball court, for example). One or two 

children, who are ‘on’, try to collect as many tails as they can in 30 seconds. If a child loses his/her tail then they can 

collect a new tail from the adult/leader if you have enough spare sashes. After 30 seconds stop the game, count the 

numbers of collected sashes and then pick one or two new children to be ‘on’. If the two children who are ‘on’ wear 

bibs or sashes then everyone can see who they have to avoid. 

 

Adaptations 

Introduce a team game element to this by 

having half of the children with one colour 

bibs/sashes and another with different 

coloured ones. At the end of the game 

count the number of players who have each 

of the different bib/sash colours left and the 

team with the most is the winner. 

If you have enough bibs or sashes give each 

player two or three to tuck into their shorts, 

the tagger can only take one at a time. 

Change the method of travel e.g. jumping or 

skipping. 

Introduce some safe-areas using throw-

down spots. You can limit the length of time 

that a player can stay in a safe-area to, say, 5 

seconds. 

Put any spare bibs or sashes in a pile outside 

of the area, players have to earn a new 

bib/sash by running to the pile and 

completing an exercise or task e.g. 10 star 

jumps. 

Increase the number of players acting as 

taggers, see if these children can work 

together to collect bibs/sashes. 

 

Learning Objectives 

• Taking turns 

• Spatial awareness 

• Can be used as a fun cool-down or warm-up 

Resources 

• Activity area 

• Bibs or sashes 


